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We show that all uniformly hyperfinite C*-algebras have Bore1 isomorphic 
spectra, and that the spectrum of each separable C*-algebra not of type I 
contains a copy of this space as a Bore1 subset. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The main difficulty in the study of C*-algebras which are not of type I is the 
absence of standard Bore1 spaces in the decomposition theory. The spectrum a 
of a separable C*-algebra A has three natural Bore1 structures (the Topological, 
the Davies, and the Mackey, abbreviated T, D, and M, respectively); and they 
are all distinct when A is not of type I (see [5]). The T-Bore1 structure is count- 
ably generated, but practically worthless since it does not separate points in A. 
The D-Bore1 structure is intimately connected with the sequential closure of A 
(first studied by Kadison) and has very satisfying properties with regard to the 
classification of representations (see [lo]). It is, however, not a very tangible 
object. The M-Bore1 structure has less contact with the algebra and more with 
the dual space; in reality it is a reformulation of the complexities involved with 
the natural map from the pure state space onto a. The same considerations 
apply to the factor spectrum a of A, where the M-Bore1 structure is also defined 
as the quotient Bore1 structure obtained from the natural map of the factor 
state space onto 2. 
We show in this paper that all uniformly hyperfinite C*-algebras (UHF 
algebras) have Bore1 isomorphic spectra and that the spectrum of each separable 
C*-algebra not of type I contains a copy of this space as a Bore1 set. In this 
statement one may take Bore1 to mean D-Bore1 or M-Bore1 and one may 
substitute factor spectrum for spectrum, so that three different theorems are 
involved. Similar results for the M-Bore1 structure were obtained by Elliott in [7] 
by a somewhat different method. The hard core of our proof consists of a slight 
generalization of Glimm’s construction of “quasi-matrix systems” (see [S] or 
[3, Sect. 9]), but instead of “doctoring” the original proof we have felt it necessary 
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to write a self-contained version (which contains Glimm’s result), In doing so 
we have benefited from Lance’s maximally elegant lecture notes on the subject 
[9]. The author’s own contribution consists of using aspects of semi-continuitv 
(closed projections) to facilitate the discussion. 
In [1 l] the question was raised whether all UHF algebras are Bore1 isomorphic 
(i.e., have isomorphic en\-eloping Bore1 *-algebras). The content of this paper 
is that the enveloping Bore1 *-algebras after tensoring with B(H) become 
isomorphic. In particular, the centers of any two enveloping Bore1 *-algebras are 
isomorphic. Since also the enveloping von Neumann algebras of UHF algebras 
are isomorphic, the conjecture about Bore1 isomorphism of UHF algebras has 
gained considerable weight. If it could be established, then, since enveloping 
Bore1 *-algebras are the noncommutative analogues of Bore1 spaces, we might 
only have to add one or a few noncommutative types of “standard algebras” 
in order to describe ail separable C*-algebras up to Bore1 isomorphism. 
The author is grateful to J. Bunce for pointing out an error in an earlier version 
of the paper. 
2. QUASI-MATRIX SYSTEMS 
2.1. Let {m(n) / n E N} be a sequence of natural numbers greater than one. 
A pair of sequences {e, 1 n E N}, {B,~ I 2 < i < m(a)} in a C*-algebra 4 is 
called a quasi-matrix system of rank {m(n)} if it satisfies the following conditions 
for each n in N: 
(a) e, 2 0, 11 e, I! = // vni 11 = 1 for 2 < i < m(n); 
(b) vhien = e, for 2 < i < m(n); 
(cl v$vnj = 0 for i #j; 
(d) v,~v,,~ = 0 for all i, j; 
(e) enentl = e,,, , e,v,,.,,i = va+l,i , e,V$+l,i = $++ for 2 < i < m(n-l--l). 
We say that the pair is a matrix system of rank {m(n)} if furthermore it satisfies 
(f) z&v,~ = e, for 2 < i < m(n); 
k) eni 1 + G2”’ v,, l,lvZ+~,i = en . 
In that case the e,ls are projections by (f) and (b), so that by (f) the v,,,‘s are 
partial isometries with e, as initial projection. Condition (c) shows that all final 
projections of the vni’s are pairwise orthogonal and by (d) they are also orthogonal 
to e, . It follows that the C*-algebra A, generated by {eT2 , ~1~~~ ,..., v),,,,,(,,)) is iso- 
morphic to the algebra M,,(,, of m(n) x m(n)-matrices. In a suitable coordinate 
system e, is represented as the matrix (cY,.~) with (Y~,$ : 0 unless Y = s = 1, and 
iyll = 1; while v~,~ is represented as the matrix (aTs) with 01,~ = 0 unless s =: 1 
and 01~~ = S?,. From (g) we see that the unit for A,, , r is e, , so that the C*- 
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algebra generated by A, u A,+1 contains A,,, as a hereditary C*-subalgebra 
and is isomorphic to A, @ A,,, . A straightforward inductive argument shows 
that the C*-subalgebra of A generated by a matrix system of rank{m(n)} is 
isomorphic to the infinite P-tensor product @M,,,(,J . 
2.2. LEMMA. Let {e,,], {vni> be a quasi-matrix system of rank{m(n)) in (I 
F-algebra. Then 
6) e,nvni = 0 for m 3 n and all i; 
(ii) v,,,,zI,~ = 0 for m >, n and all i, j; 
(iii) z&v,~ = 0 for nz # n and all i, j. 
Pyoof. (i) From condition (d) we see that ~l$v~,~ and v,&$ are orthogonal. 
Since by (e) and (b) e,,, , < e, < v$vni we conclude that er,, and v,~v~~ are 
orthogonal, whence e7,1v,i = 0 for m 3 n. 
(ii) By (d) we may assume m > n, whence by (e) and (i) 
(v~~v,~)*(v~~z.~~) = v~~(v~~z’,,~)v,~ = v~~(zI~~v~~) emMlvnj = 0. 
(iii) Replacing if necessary v$v,~ by its adjoint we may assume m > n, 
whence by (e) and (i) 
(z~$z~,~)*(v$z~,~) = v,*,(z~,~v~~)v,, = v~~(v~~zI~~) em-,enj = 0. 
2.3. Let {e,}, {vni] be a quasi-matrix system in a C*-algebra. For each n in 
N let X, be the subset of elements 01 in N” for which 1 < a(R) < m(K) for each 
k < n. For later use let X,7i denote the subset of elements a: in X, for which 
a(j) = 1 for allj ,< k < n. With the convention v,(~ -~: 1 (where 1 denotes the 
unit in the double dual A” of A) define for each a: in _Ti,, 
112 
%I = 7ildl)Z'2a(?) "' ~'na(&z . 
\Ve claim that the elements u, , a: E X, satisfy the relations: 
z& = 0 if NF/~, (“1 
l&l, = e, . (**) 
To prove this note that if 01, p E X, and a(1) = /3(l) then v~~~~,v,,~,~ is a unit 
for all vkii , 2 < k < n, and a unit for all e,. , 1 ,( K < n by (b) and (e). Con- 
sequently 
* 112 * * 1:2 
u,+ = en zhdd ... ~la(l)vl~(l) ... zkwk 
112 * 
= e, sdd 
* l/2 
... cd2)v2~k) ... vdn)en . 
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If ol(1) # p(l), say /3(l) 7 i :#: 1, then by (c) v$u,, :: 0 forj -7~ i unless j m-7 1, 
$j~ij == 0 for all i, j if R f 1 unless j := 1 by 2.2. (iii) and e~/%,~,, m: 0 by 
2.2. (i), and thus WV conclude that u& = 0. Repeating this argument with a(2), 
p(2) instead of a(l), p(l), inserting the result in the equation above and con- 
tinuing in this fashion we arrive at (*) and (*“). 
2 4 LEMMA. LP~ [e,,), (a,,,} be a quasi-matrix system of rank[m(n)} in (I . . 
C*-algebra A, and for each n let p,, be the spectral projection of e,, in -3” corre- 
sponding to the e<genvalue 1. With u, , ,?I E S and .Y I; nc in 2 3 define ,i )) ~ . _ 
Then the elements qn , q,,I, , 1 ,< k :,E n are projections in A” satisfying the relations 
(for 2 :I i < m(k)): 
(i) 71’. dn =z w7,r~, ; 
(4 qua r t’l,iq,lk ; 
(iii) vzivliiq,i == q,)]( ; 
(4 w,, hi,. 
Proof. By (*) and (* *) in 2.3 we have 
and similarly qf,, 1: qTzl, .
(ij Since u,~~zI,,,~ := 0 for k 13 m by 2.2.(ii), we have z,+, m= 0 unless 
JI CT X,“; whence vAiqn := vkiqni3. 
(ii) Since w&v~~ = 0 unless m : n and j i by 2.2.(iii) and (c), we 
have @a,;, 0 unless u/, = “J~?u, for some a: in X,,k. Therefore 
since z&v,, is a unit for ufj and for p,, if m ‘> k by (h) and (e). 
(iii) By (i) we get v&vkiqn = v&vkiqn7< . However, by (b) and (e) &zlki is a 
unit for v,,,~ and for p, if m > k, so that v$vk.iqn := q,,k . 
(iv) Follows from (iii) by multiplying on the left with ek and noting that 
v&v~~ is a unit for eP by (b) and that ekqnk: =m qn7, by (e). 
2.5. LEMMA. Let {e,L}, {vni} be a quasi-matrix system of rank{m(n)} in o 
C*-algebra A and take qn as in 2.4. Then {qll: is u decreasing sequence of closed 
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projections in A” with a limit q # 0. rMoreover, q commutes with the C*-algebra 
generated by b4 u hi), and the pair {e,,q}, {vniq) is a matrix system in A” of 
rank{m(n)). 
Proof. Bv 2.4.(iv) we have 
Consequently 
The sequence {qn} is therefore decreasing and has a limit projection q in A”. 
Recall from [l] that a projection q in A” is closed if there is an increasing net in 
A, converging strongly to 1 - q, or, equivalently, if q is an upper semi-con- 
tinuous affine function on the positive part of the unit ball of A*, see [2, 
Theorem 3.61. Since each p,, is a closed projection, all u, p,u,*, 01 E -Y, are closed; 
and thus qn , being the sum of these, is closed. By (e) we have p,+, < e, ,< p, 
for each n so that (p,} is represented on (A*): as a decreasing sequence of 
upper semi-continuous functions of norm 1. It follows by a standard compactness 
argument that the limit p of { pn) h as norm 1. For fixed K < n we have ekqn = 
qTzk > p, by 2.4.(iv), and it follows that e,q 3 p, whence jj e,q /I = 1. Thus 
the system {e,q}, {vTtiq} satisfies condition (a) in 2.1; in particular q =# 0. 
It is immediate from 2.4 that each qn commutes with the C*-algebra generated 
by {e,} LJ {vri}, Iz < n. Therefore q commutes with the C*-algebra generated by 
{ek} u {z+..}. From this we deduce that the system {e,q}, (vniq} satisfies (b), (c), 
(d), and (e), since the original system does so. Finally, condition (f) is contained 
in 2.4.(iii) and (iv), and (g) follows from 2.4.(iv) and (f) since 
mht1) 
= e,+1q -t- &, %-l.iPL,i . 
2.6. LEMMA. If A is an antiliminary C*-algebra and if e’, x E A+ with j/ e’ 11 = 
,lx~l=l d an e’x = x, then for each m in N there exist e, vz , v3 ,..., v,, and x’ 
in A satisfying the conditions: 
(a’) e 3 0, II e ” = Ii vi :, = 1 for 2 ( i < m; 
(b’) v$,e = e for 2 < i < m; 
(4 v”vj = Ofor i + j; 
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(d’) uivj = 0 far all i,,j; 
(4 e’e = e, ervi = vi , e’vt = v,X for 2 < i .< m; 
(*I 9 .x’ x 0 , 1; x’;I = 1, ex’ =Z .I,-‘. 
Proof. Choose positive continuous functions f, g, h on [0, l] such that 
f(0) =g(O) = h(O) =- O,f(l) :g(l) = h(1) :: 1, llfll == big/’ == l,g(t)f(“) = 
f(t) and #z(t)” = g(t) for all t in [0, 11. 
Since ,f(x) # 0 and 1-2 is antiliminary there is an irreducible representation 
(T, H) of A such that T( f (x)) is not a compact operator. As g(x) is a unit forf(x), 
the eigenspace of r(g(x)) corresponding to the eigenvalue 1 is infinite dimensional 
and contains therefore rn orthogonal unit vector 4, ,..., [,,, . By Kadison’s 
transitivity theorem [3,2.X.3] th ere is an element a in A, such that r(a)fi -z iEi 
for 1 < i < m and elements up ,..., u,,, in the unit ball of -4 such that TV, =~ ti 
for 2 < i -< m. 
Let fi ,..., fir, be positive continuous functions on R with norm 1 such that 
fj(i) = 1 and fifj = 0 for i =A j, and put 
for 2 < i < m. It is evident that x,xj = 0 for all ;,j and x”xj = 0 for i #i. 
But z-(x~)~, == E, so that /I xi 1 = 1 for all i. 
Define ?r = x$.xa ; zs2 x2h(y2) and then inductively 
for 2 < i < m. Finally put 
e = cktf(Ym))j JL’ = f(f(Ym))* 
Since 1: yi /i :< 1, the condition 1 r(yi)[, 1’ = 1 is equivalent with of, =: t, , 
and is easily verified by induction. If follows that T(u~)[, =- [; and n(e)[, = 
TV, :.= 6, and thus the elements vi? ,..., v,,, , e, s’ satisfy conditions (a’) and (*). 
Since e’ is a unit for x, it is a unit for the hereditary C*-subalgebra generated 
by x, which contains all the elements V~ ,..., v,,, , e, s’; so (6) is also satisfied. By 
induction we see that yixj = 0 for all ;, j, and consequently 
Clearly z$vj : 0 since @xi = 0 so that (d’) and (c’) are also verified. 
From the way the functions f, g, h were chosen we have 
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Since gf = f this implies that 
for 2 < i < m. Similarly 
~5,,e = g(y,d g(fbhN 
= df(ym)) z= e. 
Since each vTvi is a unit for the next and vzLv,,, is a unit for e we have established 
(b’) and the proof is complete. 
2.7. LEMMA. If A is an antiliminary F-algebra and {a,,} is a sequence in A,, , 
then for each sequence {m(n)} in N\(l) there is a quasi-matrix system (e,>, {vni> of 
rank{m(n)} in A and a sequence {a,} in A,?,, such that each a”, beZongs to the *-algebra 
generated by the ek , vki with k < n and 
!I( C u&+) (a, - G,) ( C u&)~i < l/n 
6X, CXEX, 
for each n, with u, , OL E Xn as in 2.3. 
(*9 
Proof. Suppose that we have already constructed {e,}, {vki} and {C,} satisfying 
conditions (a)-(e) in 2.1 and (**) f or all k in N with k < 71, in such a way that 
each ek satisfies ekxk = xk for some xI; in A,. with ]j xk Ii = 1. 
If n = 1 take arbitrary elements e’, Y in 4, satisfying 1~ e’ iI = 11 x 11 = 1, 
e’x = x. If n > 1 take e’, x to be e,-, , s,,-r By 2.6 there are elements va ,..., v,,,,,), 
e, x’ such that if we define vni = vi , e,, z= e and x, = x’ we have carried the 
induction one step further, except for condition (**). 
Since // x, j] = 1 there is a pure state v of A such that v(xJ = I (cf. [3, 
2.10.11). Regarding p as a normal state on A” its support p is closed minimal 
projection in A”. There is therefore a decreasing sequence {yk} in the unit ball 
of A,. such that yfi L p. Since p ,< s,, we have xnytx,, L p. Thus with y = 
C 2-7rx,ykx, we see that p is the spectral projection of y corresponding to the 
eigenvalue 1. Using spectral theory there is therefore a decreasing sequence 
{z~} in the unit ball of A+ such that zA ‘X p and z~+~z~ = zk+r for all k. For later 
use note that enzlc = zk for all k, since the X~‘S are functions of y and e,L is a unit 
for x, . 
We claim that the sequence with elements 
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is norm convergent to zero. It suffices to verify that for each o( and ,8 we have 
/’ x,(b - p(b))zh. 11 -+ 0 where b = u$Lz~,u,. We know that {zk(b - p(b))z,} is 
u-weakly convergent to p(b ~-- y(b)) p, which is equal to zero, since p is a minimal 
projection supporting p ( so that pbp == q(b) p). But as the set {s,(b - p(b))zk). 
contains zero as a weak limit point, its convex hull contains zero as a limit point 
in norm. Thus for each F “, 0 there is a convex combination x t, 1 with 
It follows that whenever k is greater than all ki we have 
which establishes the claim. 
Choose K such that the element in ( ***) has norm less that l/n. Now replace 
e, and x, by F, =- zlz and i,, = z,;+r . Then tQ, = 5,, and ]I t?,1 ~1 =: II & jj = 1, 
and since e,& = 6,, the new system {e, , es ,..., E,), (v,,~ ~ 2 ,< i < m(n)} will 
again satisfy the conditions (a)-(e) in 2.1. Denote by 6, , n E X, the elements 
arising from the new system using 2.3, and note the simple relation 6, l&,i2 
between the old and the new elements. Define 
Then d, E A,, and belongs to the *-algebra generated by the new system. 
Moreover, from our choice of F7, we have 
The proof can now be completed by induction. 
2.8. THEOREM. For each separable C*-algebra =1 not of type I and each UHF 
algebra A, there is a C”-subalgebra B of A and a closed projection q in A”, com- 
muting with B, such that qAq = qB and qB is isomorphic to A, 
Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem for some non-zero quotient of d, so 
by factoring out the largest ideal of 9 which is of type I ([3, 4.3.31) we ma! 
assume that ,4 is antiliminarv. 
Choose a presentation of A, as an infinite C:“-tensor product of matrix 
algebras :]I,,, (,,) and let [n,,: he dense in *-I.,, There is a quasi-matrix system 
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f4, hiI of ran&+)) in il satisfying 2.7. Take B as the C*-subalgebra of ;2 
generated by {e,} u {vVi}. By 2.5 there is a closed projection q in .4” commuting 
with B such that {e,q}, {nniq] is a matrix system of rank{m(n)} in -4”. As we saw 
in 2.1 the C*-algebra generated by {e,,q] u {a,,,q} is isomorphic to QM,,,,,,, = A,, 
and clearly equals qB. Since 
it follows from (**) in 2.7 that I q(a,, - d,,)q I < l/n for each n. As (a,,> is 
dense in ,4,,,, , qB is norm closed, and the map a + qaq is continuous and self- 
adjoint we conclude that qAq == qB. 
2.9. COROLLARY. For each C*-algebra ,-1 not of type I and each UHF algebra 
-4, there is a C*-subalgebra B of ,4 and a surjective morphism of B onto A, , 
PYOO~. The separability of -4 was only used to obtain (*“) in 2.7 for a dense 
set. 
3. ISOMORPHISM OF SPECTRA 
We shall use the results from Section 2 to obtain information about spectra 
and second duals of UHF algebras. For this we need the following reformulation 
of 2.8. 
3.1. LEMMA. For each separable (Y-algebra ,4 not of type I and each UHF 
algebra A, there is a C*-subalgebra B of ;Z and a positive linear map p: ,4 + 9, 
such that p(B) = A, and p(ab) = p(a) p(b) for all a in -4 and b in B. Moreover, 
if p” denotes the unique extension of p to a normal map from .-2” to A: then p”(az) = 
p”(a) p”(z) fey each a in -4” and x in the center of *4”. 
Proof. Let B and q be as in 2.8 and define p(a) --: qaq for each a in B. 
Identifying A, and qB we see that p is a positive linear map from A onto A, 
such that p(B) = A, and p(ab) = p(a) p(b) for all a in -3 and b in B. 
Since qB is a quotient of B obtained from a closed projection in the center 
of B”, we see that its second dual (identified with 42) is qB”. Since B is a C*- 
subalgebra of 4 we may further identify B” with the weak closure of B in iz”. 
Consequently the map x ---f qxq can be identified with a normal positive 
linear map from A” onto -4; . Since it agrees with p on 9 it equals the unique 
normal extension p”: A” --f A;’ It is then clear that for each a in i2” and z in 
the center of A” we have 
p”(az) = qazq == qaqaq == p”(a) p”(z). 
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3.2. PROPOSITION. Let A and A, be as in 3.1. There is an a&e homeomorphism 
p’ from the state space of A, onto a closed face of the state space of A. The map p’ 
preserves equivalence and maps the set of pure (resp. factor) states of L4, onto the 
set of pure (resp. factor) states in p’(AF). 
Proof. Let q, B and p be as in 2.8 and 3.1. With Q and Q1 as the positive 
part of the unit balls of A* and A:, respectively, define 
Q,,={yEQiv(l -9) 0). 
Since 1 - q is an open projection, Q, is a closed face of Q. Define p’ ~1s the 
transposed of p restricted to Qr . It is immediate from the construction that 
p’(Qd == Qg 5. L mce p is surjective and continuous, p’ is injective and weak’ 
continuous, and thus p’ is an affine homeomorphism of Qr onto Q, 
Two states are equivalent (i.e., their associated representations are (quasi-) 
equivalent) if and only if they have the same null projections in the center of 
the enveloping van h-eumann algebra (cf. [lo, 5.41). If therefore 9 and (CI are 
states of -4, then v N # if and only if p’(9) k p’(4) because p” maps the center 
of A” onto the center of A;. Since p” is a homomorphism (on the center) and 
since a state is factorial if and only if it is multiplicative on the center of the 
enveloping von Neumann algebra we also see that p is a factor state of d, if 
and only- if p’(v) is a factor state of Aq. 
Finally, the pure states of ,-I and 9, are the non-zero extreme points in Q 
and Qr , respectivel\:. Thus 91 is pure on -4, if and only if p’(v) is pure on A, 
because ~‘(9~) is a closed face of (2. 
3.3. THEOREM. FOY each separable C*-algebra A not of type I and each IYHF 
algebra A, there are Bore1 isomorphisms of the spectrum A-, of A, onto n Bore1 
subset of the spectrum A- of A, arid of the factor spectrum A^, of A, onto a Bore1 
subset of the.factor spectrum A^ of -4; all spectra equipped with the ~MackeM~~-Borel 
structure. 
Proof. Let P and P, denote the set of pure states of A and A, , respectively, 
and let F and Fl be the corresponding sets of factor states. By 3.2 we have 
P'P~ ~~~ Pn P’(Q>) and P'FI) = Fn P'@I). 
Denote by R and T the images of p’(Pl) and p’(Fl) in A^ and 8, respectivelr. 
Then again by 3.2 we have the commuting diagrams 
I’, - p’(P1) c P F; - p’(Fl) C F 
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and the maps A’r + R and x1 -+ T are injective. Since the Mackey-Bore1 
structure on a spectrum is the quotient Bore1 structure from the corresponding 
set of states, it is immediate that the maps A, --+ A and Jr + a are Borel. We 
show that the sets R and T are Bore1 subsets of a and A^, respectively. This is 
equivalent to showing that saturations under equivalence of p’(Pr) and p’(Fr) in 
P and F, respectively, are Bore1 sets. Call these sets p’(P1)- and p’(F,)-. 
Let q be as in 2.8 and denote by z its central support in A”. Since an element 
g, in Q is disjoint from every element in Q,(=p’(Q,)) if and only if v(x) = 0 we 
see that 
P’PJ- = tp’ E p : 944 = 11, 
p’(F,)- = {p EF / ~(2) = l}. 
But x regarded as an affine function on Q is of second Baire class (because q, 
being closed, is of first class) and consequently the sets in question are Borel, 
as desired. 
To complete the proof of the theorem take a Bore1 set E, in A^, and denote by 
E its image in A^. Then the counter image G, of El in Fl is a Bore1 set saturated 
under equivalence. Put G = p’(Gr) and let G- denote the saturation of G under 
equivalence in F. The set W of pairs (q, 4) in F x F such that p N 4 is a Bore1 
set, because 
F X F\ W = n {CT, #) EF X F I II du$ I 4 - # II = 21, 
where {un) is a dense sequence in the unitary group of A. Consequently G- is 
an analytic set, being the continuous image (projection) of the standard Bore1 
space (IJ x G) II W. The same considerations apply to the complements of 
these sets, A^,\& , F,\G, , F\G and (F\G)-. Now, G* n (F\,G)- = ,D ; otherwise 
G and F\G and therefore also G, and F,\G, would contain equivalent elements, 
which is impossible since their images in A1 are disjoint. Since G* u (F\G)- = 
p’(ls;)- which was shown to be a Bore1 set, we conclude that G- is both analytic 
and coanalytic, and thus Borel. But G- is the counter image of E in F and 
consequently E is a Bore1 set in A^, so that the map 2, -+ A^ is a Bore1 isomorph- 
ism of A^, onto T. 
The proof for the map A, + A is identical with the above, and we are 
done. 
3.4. COROLLARY. Any two UHF algebras have M-Bore1 isomorphic spectra, 
and M-Borel isomorphic factor spectra. 
Proof. If two Bore1 spaces are each isomorphic to a subset of the other, 
then they are isomorphic via the set isomorphism constructed in the Cantor- 
Bernstein process. 
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4. ISOMORPHISM 01; I~~ELOPIK;G BOREL '-ALGEBRAS 
4.1. For each separable C”-algebra A let A9( =%(A)) denote the enzvloping 
Bore1 *-algebra associated with ,4, i.e. %‘,$(, is the monotone sequential closure 
of A,5,, in AZ, . With % as the center of a there is a unique Bore1 structure on 
the spectrum A of -+l (the II-Bore1 structure, see [lo, Section 51) such that %9 is 
isomorphic to the algebra &(A^) of b ounded I&Bore1 functions on a. The 
Davies-Bore1 structure separates points but is only countably generated when A 
is of type 1. For further information on Bore1 i( -algebras we refer to [10-l 31. 
4.2, LEMMA. Let H,, and H he Hilbert spaces and let 99 be a monotone se- 
quentially closed C*-algebra of operatops on HO . Choose an orthonormal basis {[,I 
for H such that each operator x on H, @ H has a unique representation as an 
infinite matrix (xii) with x,~ in B(H,). Th e set of operators x =. (xii) such that 
xij ES? for all i, j form a monotone sequentially closed F-algebra denoted by 
Ci? @B(H). 
Proof. It is clear that a @B(H) is a *-algebra. If we can show that it is 
monotone complete, then it must also be norm-closed and the lemma is proved. 
Take therefore a bounded increasing sequence {(x$‘)} in (g @ B(H)),5,, and let 
(xii) denote its limit in B(1ga 0 H). If eij denotes the one-dimensional operator 
on H for which ej,,[, :-- E, then for each i, j we have for each complex 01 
(1 @J (P,, -)- W,i))(Xk’)(l @ (Pii -I- 2ji)) 
Since ?8 is monotone sequentially closed we conclude that 
Taking N = 0 we obtain xii E &8, whence by symmetry xjj ~.g. Consequently 
for every a. Taking oi :== i and then N = -i we obtain by addition xij E .?& for all 
i, j, whence x E 9 @ B(H) as desired. 
4.3. PROPOSITIOS. Let A be a separable C*-algebra and H a separable Hilbert 
space. Then SF(A) @ B(H) is the enz’eloping Bore1 *-algebra for the C*-algebra 
A 0 C(H). 
Proof. (E. Christensen, private communication). Let H,, be the universal 
Hilbert space for A and consider A @ C(H) as operators on H,, @ 15. Denote 
byp, the projection on the subspace of H spanned by {E, ,..., t,} (notations as in 
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4.2). If 9 is a state on A @ C(H) then the functional a ---f ~(1 @ a) is a state on 
C(N) and thus for each E > 0 we have ~(1 @pn) > 1 - E for large n. But the 
functional y,, on ,4 @ C(H) given by 
%‘W = 9J((l OPn) 41 OPnN 
is u-weakly continuous on B(H,, @ E-l) b ecause it has a matrix representation 
(vn E A* @ LV7z) and each element in A* is o-weakly continuous on B(H,). 
Since 11 v - v,, 1: < 2# we conclude that also p is u-weakly continuous, which 
means that the representation of A @ C(H) on H, @ H is equivalent to its 
universal representation. It follows that &J(A @ C(H)),, is the monotone 
sequential closure of (A @I C(H)),, in B(H, @ H),, . 
From 4.2 we know that 98(A) @B(N) is monotone sequentially closed, 
whence 
g(A @ C(H)) C 9?(A) @ B(H). 
On the other hand, for each n we have 
Thus for each x in (a(A) @ B(H))+ we have 
(1 @Pm +ti)(l opm op,,, i (Y-4 Eq.4 0 C(H)). 
Taking the monotone limit as n -+ cc we get 
I 01 I2 x2 + ‘$1 Op,)x + 6x( 1 @pm) E L%(A @I C(H)) 
for every complex oi. With 01 = 1 and a: = -1 we obtain by addition x2 E 
99(A @ C(H)) and therefore 
c%(A) @ B(H) = <%‘(A @ C(H)). 
4.4. LEMMA. Let A,, A, B d b an q e as in 2.8. Then &4,) is isomorphic to 
c@Wh = +W 
Proof. Since q is closed, q E g(A). U L ow, the monotone sequential closure of 
qA,,q is q&‘(A),y,q. Moreover, since B CA we have B” CA” and thus 99(B) C 
g(A). Finally, since 4 belongs to the center of&‘(B) we have g(qB) = qSY(B). 
Combining these results with the facts that A, is isomorphic to qB and that 
qB = qAq we obtain an isomorphism of g(A,) onto qg(B) = qa(A)q. Note 
that this isomorphism is an inverse to the map p”: %(A) + @A,) obtained 
from 3.1. 
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4.5. THEOREM. For each separable C*-algebra A not of type I and each UHF 
algebra A, there is a central projection x in %?(A) such that %(A,) @B(H) is 
isomorphic to &(A) @ B(H) for a separable Hilbert space II. 
Proof. With 4 as in 2.8 let z be the central support of 9. If {uIL} is a dense 
sequence in the unitary group of i1 then z =- v uzqu,! Define q, m- urqu, and 
4nr1 = v u;qQ - v u;q&. 
LQt+I X<n 
Then x = C qn and using the formula p v q - p N q - p A q we see that 
q,, < q for all n. Since H is infinite dimensional we can find a sequence of 
projections { pn} in 29(A) 0 B(H) such that q @ 1 = Cp,, and q @ 1 -p, 
for each n. It follows that 
and since q @ 1 ‘;, z @ 1, we have x @ 1 N q @ 1 so that u” @I 1 =- u*u and 
q @ 1 z UU* for some partial isometry u in ,%(iz) @) B(H). 
From 4.4 we have an isomorphism 
u: .%(A,) @ B(H) + qS(A)q ~~ B(H). 
Define 3 by 6(x) = U*U(X)U. Then 6 is an isomorphism of &(A,) $J B(H) onto 
the algebra 
4.6. COROLLARY. For each separable C*-algebra A not of type I and each UHF 
algebra A1 there is a D-Bore1 isomorphism of A^, onto a D-Bore1 subset of AA. 
Proof. With %‘r and % as the centers of &?(A,) and a(A), respectively, we 
know from 4.5 that G?r is isomorphic to xK. From the definition of the n-Bore1 
structures we see that x is the characteristic function for a D-Bore1 subset R of A, 
and the fact that .%(A^,) is isomorphic to .%(R) is equivalent to d, being Bore1 
isomorphic to R. 
4.7. THEOREM. If A, and A, are UHF algebras then A, @ C(H) and 
A, @ C(H) are Bore1 isomorphic. 
Proof. We know from 4.3 and 4.5 that each of the algebras g(A,) @ I?(H) 
and 98(A2) @ B(H) are isomorphic to a direct summand of the other. An easy 
modification of the Cantor-Bernstein argument (see [12, Proposition] for 
details) then produces an isomorphism. 
4.8. COROLLARY. Any two UHF-algebras have D-Bore1 isomorphic spectra. 
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5. ISOMORPHISM OF ENVELOPING VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS 
The two results in this section are contained in [6, 2.11 and [6, 4.11. However, 
the arguments given here for the simple case of UHF algebras seem more 
direct. 
5.1. PROPOSITION. If A is a separable (Y-algebra with a hyperjnite II, factor 
representation, then for each UHF algebra A, we have an isomorphism of A; on a 
direct summa& of A”. 
Proof. From 2.8 we see that there is a (closed) projection q in A” and an 
isomorphism cr: A’; + qA”q (With p as in 3.1 we have ad1 = p” 1 qA”q). 
By assumption there is a central projection e in A” such that eA” is the 
hyperfinite II,-factor. Since A, is a UHF algebra there is also a central projection 
e, in Al such that e,Ar is the hyperfinite II,-factor. But since A, admits only one 
tracial state we conclude that (1 - e,)A; is properly infinite. Applying [4,111.8.6, 
Co:ollaire 21 we can write 1 - p1 as a sum of pairwise orthogonal projections 
’ p,}, each equivalent with 1 - e, . Let qO be the central support of a(1 - e,) 
in A”. Since A” is countably generated there is an orthogonal sequence (qn} in 
A” with sum qO such that qn ( a(1 - el) for each n. But then qn < a( pn) 
whence 
q. = C qrl < C 4 $4 = 41 - 4. 
If follows that u*u = q. and uu* = ~(1 - e,) for some partial isometry u in A”. 
We have a(1 - el)e = 0. Otherwise (1 - e,)Al would contain a nonzero, 
finite, central projection. Consequently also qOe = 0. Let L be an isomorphism 
of e,Al onto eA” and define G: AT -+ (q. + e)A” by 
6(x) = u*u((l - e,)x)u + b(elx). 
Clearly 0 is an isomorphism and the proof is complete. 
5.2. COROLLARY. ,;lny two UHF algebras have isomorphic enveloping van 
Neumann algebras. 
Proof. Again the usual Cantor-Bernstein argument will provide an iso- 
morphism. 
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